
Are you registered
for the AECEO
Conference?

Here are your next steps:Here are your next steps:



This year’s Conference is entirely virtual via Accelevents
After registering, look through the Saturday
presentation agenda to bookmark the regular sessions,
salons and workshops you want to attend
Bookmark your sessions as soon as possible to ensure
there is space, as some sessions have a maximum
capacity
You do not need to bookmark Main Stage sessions
(Opening and Closing Ceremonies, Keynote Panel)
The AECEO is committed to ensuring that our learning
experiences are accessible to all. We believe that taking
the time and care to create learning experience where
no person's voice, spirit or knowledges are lost because
they are unable to attend, benefits everyone. 
ASL-English interpretation will be available for Main
Stage sessions (Opening and Closing Ceremonies,
Keynote Panel).

 

Conference Information

Please contact info@aeceo.ca by April 17th for access
requests.



In the ABOUT tab, you'll find technical and logistical  
information about the Conference

Explore the Conference Page

In the AGENDA tab, you'll find detailed information
about the presentations. This is also where you'll be
able to bookmark the workshops, regular sessions
and salons you'd like to attend.

Click on the SPEAKERS tab to get to know the
presenters, panelists and more



Explore the Agenda

Scroll sideways by clicking on the blue arrows to make
sure you see all the options for each Time Block 



Tips for bookmarking your sessions

Click on the Calendar Icon to add the
session to your online calendar

Click on BOOKMARK to guarantee
your spot in the session 



Tips for bookmarking your sessions

Learn more about each presentation by clicking on its title.

Read the speaker's bio by clicking on their name  

Please note: some presentations are being offered in more than one
time block. These sessions have a (1) or a (2) in the title.



TIME BLOCK 1 9:00-10:15

MORNING BREAK 10:15-10:30
TIME BLOCK 2 10:30-11:45
LUNCH BREAK 11:45-12:15
TIME BLOCK 3 12:15-1:30

AFTERNOON BREAK 1:30-1:45
TIME BLOCK 4 1:45-3:00

AFTERNOON BREAK 3:00-3:15
TIME BLOCK 5 3:15-4:30
CLOSING CEREMONY (Main Stage 4:30-5:00)

Saturday (04/29) Schedule 

Saturday's presentations are divided into five 75-minute time
blocks. You choose one presentation per time block by using the
BOOKMARK function. 
There is a 15-minute break between time blocks and a 30-minute
lunch break between time blocks 2 and 3.

 



More conference info
coming out soon!

STAY TUNED!STAY TUNED!

Scan the QR Code to
register, if you

haven't yet!


